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It is completely forbidden to dump waste stillage from the shochu distillery into sea from the year of 2001 by "the 
Agreement of London". 
Then Shochu Making Companies in Kagoshima Prefecture have to change the disposal of waste stillage from dumping 
into sea to dumping into land in a short period. 
Authors have studied how to solve such a problem and succeeded to make sosei-paper by using waste stillage from the 
shochu disti lery. 
In this paper in order to produce sosei-paper in large quantity， authors have tried to develop the practical apparatus of 
making sosei-paper (No.2 machine) and the practical apparatus of making sosei-paper with methane gas heater for 
drying sosei-paper (NO.3 machine). Methane gas is produced too much in the decomposition process of shochu distill-
ery and is used as a useful energy. Authors show the outline of those apparatuses and explain their merits. Furthermore 
authors carried out some tests for sosei-paper using NO.2 machine. As some effective rcsults were obtained， the authors 
try to report here. 
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た.その結果を図-1 0，図-1 1，図-1 2に示
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